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Abstract—Loss models of inductive components are thoroughly
investigated, thereby all different aspects of loss modeling are
considered. The impact of peak-to-peak flux density ΔB, fre-
quency f , DC premagnetization HDC, temperature T , core shape,
minor and major loops, flux waveform, and material on core loss
calculation are considered. In order to calculate winding losses,
formulas for round conductors and litz wires, each including
skin- and proximity effects (including the influence of an air-
gap fringing field) are included. A high level of accuracy is
achieved by combining the best state-of-the-art approaches and
by embedding newly-developed approaches into a novel loss
calculation framework. The loss models are verified by FEM
simulations and experimental measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The future trends in power electronic research are towards
higher efficiency and higher power density. The reduction of
size and weight of power electronic systems is driven by
cost considerations, e.g. material economies, space availability,
e.g. in the automotive environment, and increasing efficiency
requirements, e.g. aircraft weight reductions. Furthermore, due
to increasing energy costs and increased ecological awareness,
a high power electronic system efficiency is also desirable.
The increase of the power density often affects the efficiency:
a trade-off between these two quality indexes exists.

Inductive components occupy a significant amount of space
in today’s power electronic systems, and furthermore, consid-
erable losses occur in these components. In order to increase
the power density and/or efficiency of power electronic sys-
tems, losses in inductive components must be reduced, and/or
new cooling concepts need to be investigated.

Accurate loss models are crucial in order to increase the
power density and/or the efficiency of inductive components.
There are publications focussing on model inductive compo-
nents [1]–[6]. The aim of this paper is to improve the model
accuracy. This is achieved by combining the best state-of-the-
art approaches and by embedding newly-developed approaches
into a novel loss calculation framework. All the equations
required and each step are explained in such a way that a
tutorial presentation of this topic arises.

Core loss modeling will be shown in Section II, winding
loss models in Section III, and experimental results in Section
IV.

II. CORE LOSS MODELING

There are basically three physical loss sources: (static) hys-
teresis losses, eddy-current losses, and a third loss component
which is often referred to as residual losses. Hysteresis losses

are linear with the frequency f (rate-independent B-H loop).
Eddy-current losses occur because of an induced current due
to the changing magnetic field and are strongly dependent on
the material conductivity and the core geometry. The residual
losses are, according to [7], due to relaxation processes: if
the thermal equilibrium of a magnetic system changes, the
system progressively moves towards the new thermal equi-
librium condition. When the magnetization changes rapidly,
as for example is the case in high-frequency or pulsed field
applications, such relaxation processes become very important.

Core losses have to be described as a function of the peak-
to-peak flux density ΔB, frequency f , DC premagnetization
HDC, temperature T , core shape, flux waveform, and material.
This is not a straight forward process; predicting core losses
is a difficult challenge.

A. State-of-the-art approaches for core loss calculation

The most used equation for characterizing core losses is the
empirical power equation [8]

Pv = kfαB̂β (1)

where B̂ is the peak induction of a sinusoidal excitation
with frequency f , Pv is the time-average power loss per unit
volume, and k, α, β are material parameters that have to
be empirically determined. The equation is called the Stein-
metz Equation SE (after Charles P. Steinmetz). The material
parameters k, α, and β are accordingly referred to as the
Steinmetz parameters. They are valid for a limited frequency
and flux density range. Core manufacturers often provide
data of losses per volume (or per weight) as a function of
frequency f , flux density B̂, and temperature T . Out of this
data the Steinmetz parameters can be extracted. Sometimes,
the Steinmetz parameters are quoted. However, the SE is, in
many circumstances, not capable of accurately calculating core
losses because

• the material is usually exposed to non-sinusoidal flux
waveforms in power electronic applications,

• and a potential DC premagnetization HDC is not consid-
ered.

Different approaches have been developed to overcome
this limitation and determine losses for a wider variety of
waveforms. The analysis in [9], for instance, is motivated
by the fact that the loss due to domain wall motion has a
direct dependency of dB/dt. As a result, a modified Steinmetz
Equation is proposed. In [10] the approach is further improved



and in [11] a method of dealing with minor hysteresis loops is
introduced and some minor changes to the equation are made.
The approach of [9], [10], and [11] leads to the improved
Generalized Steinmetz Equation (iGSE)

Pv =
1

T

∫ T

0

ki

⏐⏐⏐dB
dt

⏐⏐⏐α(ΔB)β−α dt (2)

where ΔB is peak-to-peak flux density and

ki =
k

(2π)α−1
∫ 2π
0
| cos θ|α2β−αdθ

. (3)

The parameters k, α, and β are the same parameters as used in
the SE (1). The losses of any flux waveform can be calculated
without requiring extra characterization of material parameters
beyond those for the SE when using the iGSE. This approach
is widely applied [2], [12]. In [2] it has been evaluated as the
most accurate state-of-the-art loss model based on Steinmetz
parameters. However, during the phase of constant flux (where
the voltage across the magnetic component is zero) losses
still may occur in the core material. This is in contradiction
to (2). Losses still occur a short period after switching the
winding voltage to zero due to magnetic relaxation. In [13]
a further improvement of the iGSE that takes this effect into
consideration is suggested and accordingly named i2GSE

Pv =
1

T

∫ T

0

ki

⏐⏐⏐dB
dt

⏐⏐⏐α(ΔB)β−α dt+ n∑
l=1

QrlPrl, (4)

where Prl is calculated for each stepped voltage change
according to

Prl =
1

T
kr

⏐⏐⏐ d

dt
B(t)

⏐⏐⏐αr(ΔB)βr (1− e−
t1
τ

)
, (5)

and Qrl is a function that further describes the voltage change
and is

Qrl = e
−qr

∣
∣
∣
dB(t+)/dt

dB(t−)/dt

∣
∣
∣
, (6)

and α, β, ki, αr, βr, kr, τ , and qr are material parameters.
The parameters are valid only for a limited frequency and
flux density range.
The approach of (4) attempts to solve the problem of differ-

ent flux shapes. However, (4) does not consider a potential DC
premagnetization HDC. For many materials, the impact of a
DC bias cannot be neglected as it may increase the losses by a
factor of more than two [14]. A means of considering DC bias
losses is suggested in [15]: the effect of a DC bias is modeled
by the given ratio between losses with and without DC bias for
different DC bias levels HDC and different AC flux densities.
This ratio is called the displacement factor DPF. A graph that
shows the DPF for the material ferrite N87 from EPCOS is
shown in [15]. In [9] an empirical formula that describes the
DPF is given (although it is not labeled as DPF). According
to [9], [15] the DPF does not depend on the frequency f and
can be described as a function of the AC flux density and the
DC bias HDC. A similar approach is suggested in [16]. The
approaches of [9], [15], [16] have in common that a factor is
introduced by which the calculated losses have to be multiplied
to take a premagnetization into consideration. In other words,

the parameter ki of (4) is multiplied by the DPF and therewith
becomes dependent on ΔB. Another means of describing core
losses under DC bias condition is shown in [14]: a graph that
shows the dependency of the Steinmetz parameters (α, β and
ki) on premagnetization is introduced. The graph is named
the Steinmetz Premagnetization Graph SPG. This enables the
calculation of losses via the Steinmetz equation (1), the iGSE
(2), or the i2GSE (4) using appropriate Steinmetz parameters.

A core loss calculation with the models, such as i2GSE,
SPG, or DPF, described above has one major drawback: the
models are based on parameters that cannot be extracted
from the data provided by the core manufacturers. Until core
manufacturers provide data to extract the dependency of a
DC bias, e.g. an SPG, or provide data with which to predict
relaxation effects, e.g. relaxation parameters αr, βr, kr, τ , and
qr of (5) and (6), core loss measurements must be performed
for an accurate core loss calculation. The measurement results
could be stored in a core material database that enables all
the effects described above to be considered when designing
inductive components. This has been one aim of this work: to
determine a structure for a core material database (later named
loss map) to permit accurate core loss calculations. A core loss
measurement test setup has been built for this purpose and is
described in Appendix A.

B. Loss map

As mentioned above, until core manufacturers provide data
for loss calculation based on i2GSE, SPG, or DPF, core losses
can be calculated with a loss map that is based on measure-
ments. This loss map stores the loss information for different
operating points, each described by the flux density rippleΔB,
the frequency f , the temperature T , and a DC bias HDC.
This has been implemented e.g. in [17]–[19]. This approach
is independent of a parameter set, e.g. Steinmetz parameter
set, hence a higher accuracy over a wide frequency and flux
density range can be expected as the problem that Steinmetz
parameters are only valid for a limited frequency and flux
density range does not occur. A novel loss map structure has
been developed for this work and will be presented within this
Subsection.

The loss map stores loss densities (in our case, loss per
volume) as the data should be applicable for all different
kinds of core shapes. A core with homogenous flux density
distribution is basically needed for measuring loss densities.
This would be the case when having an ”ideal” toroid with
very small radial thickness. If the radial thickness is not small,
the flux density is not distributed homogenously over the
radius and the core property is more complicated. In this case
”effective” dimensions (effective length le and effective cross-
sectional area Ae) are needed that permits calculation as if
it were an ideal toroid. The core losses per volume can then
be extracted by dividing the measured losses by the effective
volume of the core Ve = Aele. These effective dimensions for
a toroid are [8]

Ae =
h ln2 r2/r1
1/r1 − 1/r2

, (7)
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Fig. 1. Content of loss map.

and

le =
2π ln r2/r1
1/r1 − 1/r2

, (8)

where h is the height, r1 is the inner radius, and r2 is the
outer radius of the toroid. These values are usually given by
the core manufacturer. In the case of general core shapes, [8]
proposes a method of how to find these dimensions le and Ae,
such that one can perform inductance calculations as if it were
an ideal toroid. In this general case the effective dimensions
are only useful for calculating the inductance value and not
for core loss calculation. This is because the flux density may
not be the same at every position of the core. Calculating the
losses for a toroid with the equivalent dimensions is possible
due to the uniformity of the flux density.
After it has been clarified on what cores measurements

for setting up a loss map can be performed, it has to be
further discussed what type of waveforms are to be measured.
In some applications, e.g. Power Factor Correction (PFC), a
high frequency (piecewise-linear) flux ripple is superimposed
to a low frequency (sinusoidal) flux waveform. This well
illustrates the typical situation in modern power electronic
systems: the low frequency fundamental waveform usually has
a sinusoidal shape, while the high frequency ripple consists of
piecewise-linear phases. The B-H-loop of the low frequency
fundamental flux part is called the major loop, while the high
frequency loops are called minor loops. According to [6], [11]
the loops can be separated into major and minor loops and
then the losses can be independently calculated for each loop.
This has been verified by experiments. Loss information for
different operating points are stored in the loss map, each
described by the flux density ripple ΔB, the frequency f ,
the temperature T , and a DC bias HDC. On the basis of the
above discussion, sinusoidal waveform measurement results
are stored for frequencies below 1 kHz and triangular, i.e.
piecewise-linear, waveform measurement results are stored for
frequencies above 1 kHz. In addition, the loss database stores
the initial B-H curve, which can, for example, be taken from
the data sheet, and one set of relaxation parameters αr, βr, kr,
τ , and qr is stored. The extraction of the relaxation parameters
has been carried out as described in [13]. The initial B-
H curve enables to introduce a reluctance model that takes
the non-linearity of the core material into consideration (cf.
Subsection II-D). The relaxation parameters permit to take

Fig. 2. Illustration of breaking a flux waveform into its components.

relaxation effects into consideration by using the i2GSE (4).
In Fig. 1 an overview of the loss map content is illustrated.

C. Use of loss map

The applied core loss approach in this work can be de-
scribed as a hybrid of the Steinmetz approach and a loss map
approach: a loss map is taken according to the discussion in the
previous section; the interpolation and extrapolation between
operating points is then made with the SE or the i2GSE. This
novel approach of core loss modeling will be described within
this Subsection.

The flux density waveform for which the losses have to
be calculated could, for instance, be simulated in a circuit
simulator. This simulated waveform is then broken up into
its fundamental (mostly sinusoidal) flux waveform and into
piecewise linear flux waveform segments, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The loss energy is then derived for all segments,
summed-up and divided by the fundamental period length. The
piecewise-linear waveforms are translated into a symmetric
triangular flux waveform with the same peak-to-peak flux
density ΔB, the same flux density slope dB/dt and the same
DC premagnetizationHDC, resulting in a symmetric triangular
operating point that is defined as (ΔB∗, f∗, H∗DC, T

∗).
The translation is necessary as the loss map stores operating
points of symmetric triangular waveforms. How the loss map
extraction is implemented will be explained next.

The losses to the (sinusoidal or triangular flux waveform)
operating point (ΔB∗, f∗, H∗DC, T

∗) are calculated by the
following steps:

1) The close-by operating points of the loss map have
to be found. Nine operating points are necessary for
the interpolation: three for the interpolation of f and
ΔB, multiplied by three for the interpolation of the
temperature T and DC magnetic field strength HDC.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 and will be discussed below.

2) In a second step, a linear interpolation for the temper-
ature T and the DC magnetic field strength HDC is
performed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and carried
out for each pair ΔB/f . Therefore the following points
are derived: (ΔB1, f1, H

∗
DC, T

∗), (ΔB2, f1, H
∗
DC, T

∗),
(ΔB1, f2, H

∗
DC, T

∗), i.e. three operating points remain
with inter-/extrapolated temperature T and magnetic
field strength HDC.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of interpolation.

3) The peak-to-peak flux density ΔB and the frequency
f are inter/extrapolated by extracting the Steinmetz
Parameters from the three remaining operating points
and calculating the losses by the SE (in the case of a
sinusoidal flux waveform) or the i2GSE (in the case of
a piecewise linear waveform). This is illustrated in Fig.
3(b). The relaxation term of the i2GSE can directly be
evaluated with the relaxation parameters from the loss
map; for it, information about the antecedent piecewise-
linear flux phase is required.

This hybrid approach already enables a high degree of accu-
racy for a limited number of pre-measured operating points in
the loss map as the inter/extrapolation by the SE or i2GSE
takes the basic core loss behavior into account.

D. Effect of core shape

The final aspect to be considered in core loss calculation is
the effect of the core shape/size. Simply multiplying the loss
density with the effective dimensions Ae and le of the core
leads in many cases to incorrect loss values. This is, as stated
before, due to the flux density being not necessarily uniform at
every position in the core. By introducing a reluctance model
of the core, and with it, calculating the flux density in every
core section of (approximately) homogenous flux density, one
can calculate the losses of each section. The core losses of each
section are then summed-up to obtain the total core losses.
How to set up a reluctance model, including an accurate air
gap reluctance, is shown in [20]. Saturation effects can be
taken into consideration by varying the relative permeability
μr according to the B-H curve from the loss map.

III. WINDING LOSS MODELING

The second source of losses in inductive components are
the ohmic losses in the windings. The resistor of a conductor
increases with increasing frequency due to eddy currents. Self-
induced eddy currents inside an inductor lead to the skin effect.
Eddy currents due to an external alternating magnetic field,

z
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Jz

d

Jz

d

H
e
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of the round conductor considered with a current in
z-direction. The conductor is infinitely large in z-direction.

e.g. the air gap fringing field or the magnetic field from other
conductors, lead to the proximity effect.

The skin effect losses (including DC losses) per unit length
in round conductors (cf. Fig. 4(a)) can be calculated as [21]

PS = RDC · FR(f) · Î2 (9)

with δ = 1√
πμ0σf

, ξ = d√
2δ
, RDC = 4

σπd2 , and
1

FR =
ξ

4
√
2

(
ber0(ξ)bei1(ξ)− ber0(ξ)ber1(ξ)

ber1(ξ)2 + bei1(ξ)2

− bei0(ξ)ber1(ξ) + bei0(ξ)bei1(ξ)

ber1(ξ)2 + bei1(ξ)2

)
.

(10)

δ is commonly named the skin depth, f is the frequency, d is
the conductor diameter, and σ is the electric conductivity of
the conductor material. The proximity effect losses in round
conductors (cf. Fig. 4(b)) per unit length can be calculated as
[21]

PP = RDC ·GR(f) · Ĥ2
e (11)

with

δ =
1√

πμ0σf
, (12)

ξ = d√
2δ
, RDC = 4

σπd2 , and

GR =− ξπ2d2

2
√
2

(
ber2(ξ)ber1(ξ) + ber2(ξ)bei1(ξ)

ber0(ξ)2 + bei0(ξ)2

+
bei2(ξ)bei1(ξ)− bei2(ξ)ber1(ξ)

ber0(ξ)2 + bei0(ξ)2

)
.

(13)

Here, RDC is the resistor per unit length, hence the losses PS
and PP are losses per unit length as well.
The external magnetic field strength He of every conductor

has to be known when calculating the proximity losses. In
the case of an un-gapped core and windings that are fully-
enclosed by core material, 1D approximations to derive the
magnetic field exist. The most popular method is the Dowell
method [23]. However, in the case of gapped cores, such 1D
approximations are not applicable as the fringing field of the
air gap cannot be described in an 1D manner. An approach

1The solution is based on a Bessel differential equation that has the form
x2y′′+xy′+(k2x2−v2)y = 0. With the general solution y = C1Jv(kx)+
C2Yv(kx), whereas Jv(kx) is known as Bessel function of the first kind and
order v and Yv(kx) is known as Bessel function of the second kind and order
v [22]. Furthermore, to resolve Jv(kx) into its real- and imaginary part, the

Kelvin functions can be used: Jv(j
3
2 x) = bervx + j beivx.
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of winding arrangement. (b) Illustration of mirroring.

has to be selected/derived to overcome these limitations. The
following approach can be used for inductive components with
and without air gaps.

A winding arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) leads to
an external field vector Ĥe across conductor qxi,yk due to the
current îxu,yl of conductor qxu,yl of

Ĥe =− j
îxu,yl

2π
√
(xu − xi)2 + (yl − yk)2

· (xu − xi) + j(yl − yk)√
(xu − xi)2 + (yl − yk)2

=
îxu,yl ((yl − yk)− j(xu − xi))

2π ((xu − xi)2 + (yl − yk)2)
.

(14)

Complex numbers are used to identify the conductor position
as this simplifies the calculation. The magnitude of the total
external field Ĥe across conductor qxi,yk can be calculated
with

Ĥe =

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
u=1

n∑
l=1

ε(u, l)
îxu,yl ((yl − yk)− j(xu − xi))

2π ((xu − xi)2 + (yl − yk)2)

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(15)

where ε(u, l) = 0 for u = i, l = k and ε(u, l) = 1 for
u �= i, l �= k. With the derived external magnetic field Ĥe the
proximity effect losses can be calculated based on (11).

The impact of a magnetic conducting material can be
modeled with the method of images. The wall can be replaced
by injected currents as the magnetic H-field is always perpen-
dicular to a magnetic wall with infinite permeability [1]. The
new currents are the mirrored version of the original currents,

μ μ

Fig. 6. Illustration of modeling an air gap as a fictitious conductor.

as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). In case of windings that are fully-
enclosed, the opposite wall is mirrored as well, thus a new
wall is created. The mirroring can be continued to pushing
the walls away. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(b). For this work,
the mirroring has been stopped after the material was replaced
by conductors three times in each direction.
The presence of an air gap can be modeled as a fictitious

conductor without eddy currents equal to the magneto-motive
force (mmf) across the air gap [1]. This situation is illustrated
in Fig. 6. The polarity of the fictitious current is opposed to
the conductor polarity. Please note that as soon as the material
is replaced by injected currents, the fictitious air gap current
doubles as it is mirrored.
In the case of an E-core, for instance, the winding losses

have to be calculated differently for each section illustrated in
Fig. 7 as the mirroring leads to different results.

Section 2

S
ec

ti
o

n
 1

Winding

Fig. 7. Illustration of different sections in the winding path of an E-core.

In the case of a non-sinusoidal current it is permissible to
express the current as a Fourier series, calculate the losses for
each frequency independently, and then total them up. It is also
permissible to total up the independently calculated skin-effect
and proximity-effect losses [24].
It is possible to accurately model winding losses of solid

conductors based on the above discussion. In Subsection III-B
a discussion about the expected accuracy and comparisons
with FEM simulations is presented. Based on the above
derivations, a litz wire calculation is also possible, which will
be shown in the following Subsection III-A.

A. Litz-wire windings
Winding losses can be reduced by using litz-wire windings.

Litz-wire windings are made up of multiple individually-
insulated strands as illustrated in Fig. 8. In litz-wire windings,
skin and proximity effects can be further divided into strand-
level and bundle-level effects [25]. The effect related to eddy
currents circulating in paths involving multiple strands is
called the bundle-level effect, whereas strand-level effects take
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Fig. 8. Cross-sectional area of litz-wire winding.

place within individual strands. The strands are twisted such
that each strand equally occupies each position in the bundle.
Therewith, bundle-level effects can be strongly reduced and
are neglected in the following derivations.
The skin-effect losses, including DC losses, of a litz-wire

winding that consists of n strands, each with strand diameter
di are calculated as [26], [27]

PS,L = n ·RDC · FR(f) ·
(
Î

n

)2

, (16)

where RDC = 4
σπd2i

, and FR(f) is calculated as (10) with the

strand diameter d = di.
The magnetic field that leads to proximity losses is the sum

of the external magnetic field He and the internal magnetic
field Hi. The external magnetic field He originates in the air
gap fringing field or the magnetic field from the neighboring
conductors and can be calculated in the same manner as de-
scribed for the case of solid conductors. The internal magnetic
field Hi across one strand originates in its neighboring strands.
It is assumed that the current is equally distributed over the
litz-wire cross-sectional area for the calculation of the internal
magnetic field.
The proximity losses in litz-wire windings can then be

calculated as [26], [27]

PP,L = PP,L,e + PP,L,i

= n ·RDC ·GR(f)

(
Ĥ2
e +

Î2

2π2d2a

)
(17)

where RDC = 4
σπd2i

, and GR(f) is calculated as (13) with the

strand diameter d = di.

B. Accuracy analysis

The formulas derived in the last Subsections are based on
analytical equations. The major simplification that has been
made is to neglect the magnetic field of the induced eddy cur-
rents. The derived field He is assumed to penetrate completely
thorough the conductors. According to [1] this approximation
is valid if the largest dimension of the conductor, i.e. the
diameter for a round conductor/strand, is less than 1.6 times
the skin depth δ. Consequently, with (12) the frequency fmax,
up to which the calculation for a given conductor diameter d
is accurate, can be calculated as

fmax =
2.56

πμ0σd2
. (18)

Three winding arrangements have been calculated and com-
pared to 2D FEM simulations. The FEM simulations have
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Fig. 9. Comparison of winding calculation to FEM simulation. Size of core
window: 37 mm x 10.15 mm. Air gap length 1 mm. Winding arrangement
1: number of turns N = 423; Î = 1 A; winding diameter d = 0.5 mm.
Winding arrangement 2: number of turns N = 108; Î = 1 A; winding
diameter d = 1 mm. Winding arrangement 3: number of turns N = 5;
number of strands n = 37; Î = 1 A; strand diameter di = 0.4 mm.

been carried out with the software FEMM2. The results are
given in Fig. 9. Simulations for frequencies below fmax lead
to deviations of always less than 5%, above fmax more than
5%, but, in all illustrated cases, never more than 25%.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Loss measurements on an inductor have been conducted to
verify the loss calculations. The inductor has been built with
two E-cores having an air gap in the center leg (EPCOS Ferrite
N27; Core E55/28/21; air gap length lg = 1mm [28]). The
windings are made of a wire of solid copper with diameter
1.7mm. The number of turns has been N = 18. A photo
of the inductor is given in Fig. 10. The measurements have
been carried out with a Yokogawa WT3000 Precision Power
Analyzer.
Two different types of loss measurements have been per-

formed and compared to loss calculations. The first type of
measurements have been conducted with symmetric triangular
flux waveforms at different operating points to which the
results are given in Table I. The second type of measurements

2FEMM 4.2, freeware from www.femm.info.



Fig. 10. E-core type 1 used for both measurements

have been conducted with a low frequency LF (100Hz)
sinusoidal current with a superimposed high frequency HF
(10 kHz) triangular switching ripple. A low modulation index
has been chosen, hence the high frequency peak-to-peak flux
density ΔBHF is (almost) constant over the full low frequency
period. The results of the second measurement are given in
Table II. A high level of accuracy with a deviation of max.
10% has been achieved.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This publication investigated loss models of inductive com-
ponents. The impact of peak-to-peak flux density ΔB, fre-
quency f , DC premagnetization, temperature, core shape,
minor and major loops, flux waveform, and material on core
loss calculation have been considered. Formulas for round
conductors and litz wires, each including skin- and proximity
effects (including the effect of an air gap fringing field)
are given for calculating winding losses. A high level of
accuracy has been achieved by combining the best state-of-the-
art approaches and by embedding newly-developed approaches
into a novel loss calculation framework. The high level of
accuracy has been proven with measurements on an E-core
inductor.
When designing magnetic components another important

aspect is the expected temperature of the component. This
is not only important to avoid thermal problems, it has also
importance for a correct loss modeling since the core and
winding losses are influenced by the temperature. Hence, a
thermal model is indispensable for an accurate loss model.
A thermal model should be derived in addition to the work
presented in this paper.

APPENDIX A
TEST-SETUP FOR MEASURING CORE LOSSES

In order to perform core loss measurements the best mea-
surement technique has to be selected first. In [29] different
methods are compared. The B-H Loop Measurement has been
evaluated as the most suitable. Amongst other advantages,
this technique offers rapid measurement (compared to other
methods, e.g. calorimetric measurements), copper losses are
not measured, and a good accuracy. The principle is as follows:
two windings are placed around the Core Under Test (CUT).
The sense winding (secondary winding) voltage v is integrated
to sense the core flux density B

B(t) =
1

N2 ·Ae

∫ t

0

v(τ)dτ (19)

Fig. 11. Test setup (a) photograph, (b) simplified schematic.

where N2 is the number of sense winding turns and Ae is
the effective core cross-section of the CUT. The current in the
excitation winding (primary winding) is proportional to the
magnetic field strengths H

H(t) =
N1 · i(t)

le
(20)

where N1 is the number of excitation winding turns and le
is the effective magnetic path length of the CUT. The loss
per unit volume is then the enclosed area of the B-H loop
multiplied by the frequency f

P

V
= f

∮
HdB. (21)

The selected approach is widely used [11], [18], [30], [31]. The
built test system consists of a power stage, a power supply, an
oscilloscope and a heating chamber. It is controlled by a MAT-
LAB program running on the oscilloscope under Microsoft
Windows. In Fig. 11 a photograph (a) and the simplified
schematic (b) of the power stage are shown. The power stage is
capable of a maximal input voltage of 450V, output current of
25A and a switching frequency of up to 200 kHz. The test set-
up allows application of a general rectangular voltage shape
across the CUT that leads to a triangular and/or trapezoidal
current shape including a DC bias (if desired). The current is
sensed by a DC current transducer to control the DC current. A
low frequency sinusoidal excitation is also possible; an output
filter has been designed to achieve a sinusoidal current/voltage
shape for frequencies up to 1 kHz.

The reader is referred to [14] for more information about
the test-setup, including a detailed accuracy analysis of the
loss measurement.



TABLE I
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT 1

Operating Points Calculated Losses Measured Losses Comparison
ΔB [T] f [kHz] Duty-Cycle HDC [A/m] Core Losses [W] Winding Losses [W] Total Losses [W] Total Losses [W] Rel. Error [%]

0.25 1 0.5 0 0.06 0.11 0.17 0.18 -5.56
0.5 1 0.5 0 0.32 0.42 0.74 0.77 -3.90
0.25 2 0.5 0 0.14 0.12 0.26 0.27 -3.70
0.5 2 0.5 0 0.72 0.49 1.21 1.21 0.00
0.25 5 0.5 0 0.4 0.23 0.63 0.61 3.28
0.5 5 0.5 0 2.04 0.92 2.96 2.70 9.63

TABLE II
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT 2

Operating Points Calculated Losses Measured Losses Comparison

ÎLF [A] ΔBLF [T] ΔBHF [T] Core Losses [W] Winding Losses [W] Total Losses [W] Total Losses [W] Rel. Error [%]

5 0.25 0.15 0.44 0.35 0.79 0.76 3.95
10 0.5 0.3 1.83 1.51 3.35 3.6 -6.94
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